Background: Multimorbidity (multiple co-occurring chronic conditions) may be an important contributor to disability and poor healthrelated quality of life. The functional consequences of specific combinations of somatic and mental health conditions are unclear. Methods: Nationally representative prospective cohort study using the National Health and Aging Trends Study data of Medicare beneficiaries. We included 4,017 participants aged 65 years or older interviewed in 2013 and 2014. The primary outcome was prospective activities of daily living (ADL)-instrumental ADL (IADL) index (range = 0-11) assessed in 2014. All other measures were assessed in 2013. Chronic conditions included heart disease, hypertension, stroke, diabetes, arthritis, lung disease, osteoporosis, cancer, depression, and cognitive impairment. Analyses were adjusted for age, sex, education, race/ethnicity, body mass index, and baseline ADL-IADL. Results: Thirty-four percent of multimorbidity combinations included depression, cognitive impairment, or both. Relative to multimorbidity combinations of exclusively somatic conditions, combinations that included both depression and cognitive impairment were associated with 1.34 times greater ADL-IADL in adjusted models (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.09, 1.64). Relative to combinations of both depression and cognitive impairment, combinations of cognitive impairment and somatic conditions were associated with 0.84 times lower ADL-IADL in adjusted models (95% CI: 0.74, 0.96); combinations of depression and somatic conditions were associated with 0.72 times lower ADL-IADL in adjusted models (95% CI: 0.62, 0.85). Conclusions: Depression and/or cognitive impairment was identified in one-third of older adults with multimorbidity, and these combinations were associated with substantially greater prospective disability than combinations comprised exclusively of somatic conditions. This argues for identifying and managing mental health conditions that co-occur with somatic conditions.
Multimorbidity, defined as the co-occurrence of two or more chronic conditions, has been identified in more than 50% of U.S. adults aged 50 years and older, and in 70% of Medicare beneficiaries (1) (2) (3) . Multimorbidity is not only highly prevalent, but has also been associated with greater disability (4) (5) (6) , poorer health-related quality of life (7, 8) , and higher health care costs (8) . A growing body of work indicates that the risks of multimorbidity exceed the risks attributable to the individual conditions (9) (10) (11) . Multiple methods for assessing multimorbidity have been suggested, such as counting the number of chronic conditions, applying weighted frequency and severity-based algorithms, identifying common clusters, and examining pathophysiologically related combinations.
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has endorsed the practice of considering both somatic and mental health conditions in concert when conceptualizing and measuring multimorbidity (12) . In particular, HHS has earmarked dementia and depression-two conditions of particular importance in older adult populations-as critical components in the operationalization of multimorbidity (12) . However, few studies have explored the functional consequences of co-occurring somatic and mental chronic health conditions (11, 12) . Two such studies examined co-occurring somatic-mental multimorbidity among older adults in a geographically confined area (13) , and assessed the associations between prevalent multimorbidity combinations in a nationally representative sample of older adults (4), respectively. Both highlight the prevalence of multimorbidity, but do not clarify the role of mental health on the associations between multimorbidity and disability.
This study aimed to examine the relationship between combinations of somatic-mental multimorbidity and prospective disability in a nationally representative sample of Medicare beneficiaries. We hypothesized that multimorbidity combinations including depression, cognitive impairment, or both are associated with significantly greater future disability burden compared with similar combinations that involve only somatic conditions.
Methods

Data Sources
The National Health and Aging Trends Study (NHATS) is a publicly available, population-based longitudinal study. Beginning in 2011, NHATS interviews a nationally representative sample of Medicare beneficiaries living in the contiguous United States. In-person self or proxy interviews are conducted annually. Full details of NHATS design have been published elsewhere (14) .
Study Population
Our study included NHATS respondents who completed the sample person questionnaire in 2013 and 2014. Of the 5,799 respondents interviewed in 2013, 82% were also interviewed in 2014 (4,737/5,799) and 91% of these respondents completed the sample person questionnaire (4,321/4,737). Because proxy interviews for persons deceased between the two data collection rounds were not asked comparable activities of daily living (ADL)-instrumental ADL (IADL) questions, we omitted these individuals from the analyses (n = 304).The final analytic sample was 4,017 respondents, including 229 proxy interviews (6%).
Measures
Main outcome variable
All respondents were asked about their difficulty performing a variety of everyday tasks to evaluate function within the month prior to the interview. To ensure time-sequencing, multimorbidity combinations were measured in 2013 and function was assessed in 2014.
ADL index
Respondents were asked whether they experienced difficulty or needed help performing the following ADLs: dressing, eating, bathing, toileting, transferring from bed, and getting around inside. Each of the items was scored 0 for no difficulty/need for help and 1 for difficulty/need for help. A summary ADL impairment variable was generated for each respondent who had a least one nonmissing ADL response (range = 0-6). One additional item-going outside-was also assessed though not included in many prior ADL studies. We added this item to the ADL sum (range = 0-7) in sensitivity analyses presented in the Supplementary Material (Tables A2-A5) .
IADL index
IADL included cleaning laundry, preparing hot meals, grocery shopping, taking medications, and managing money. Respondents were asked about difficulty with each IADL task, if they received assistance, and why. IADL impairment was defined as reported difficulty performing the IADL or needing assistance with the IADL due to a health or functioning reason. A summary IADL disability variable was generated for each respondent who had least one nonmissing IADL response (range = 0-5).
ADL-IADL index
The primary outcome for this study is the combined ADL-IADL index (15) representing the sum of ADL and IADL impairments (range = 0-11).
Somatic and Mental Chronic Conditions
Somatic conditions/diseases Self-and proxy-reported, physician-diagnosed conditions included: heart disease (myocardial infarction or heart disease including angina or congestive heart failure), hypertension, stroke, diabetes, arthritis, lung disease, osteoporosis, and cancer. Each condition was coded 1-if answered yes in 2013 or prior, 0-otherwise.
Depression
The Patient Health Questionnaire 2 (PHQ-2), a valid (16) and reliable screening instrument for depression in older adults (17) , was administered to self-and proxy-respondents. Respondents were asked two questions: "Over the last month, how often have you: 1) had little interest or pleasure in doing things; 2) felt down, depressed, or hopeless?" PHQ-2 scores were calculated by summing the responses to each question: 0 = not at all, 1 = several days, 2 = more than half the days, 3 = nearly every day. As suggested by validation studies, a PHQ-2 score of ≥ 3 indicated a positive screen for depression (here forward, depression) (18) .
Cognitive impairment
NHATS uses three types of information to classify respondent cognitive function: (i) self-or proxy-report of physician-diagnosed dementia or Alzheimer's disease; (ii) the AD8 Dementia Screening Interview for proxy reports (memory, temporal orientation, judgment, and function); and (iii) cognitive tests including immediate and delayed 10-word recall (memory); naming the date, month, year, day of the week, the President, and Vice President (orientation); and, clock drawing (executive function). Respondents were classified as having probable dementia (self-or proxy-reported dementia/Alzheimer's; AD8 ≥ 2; or 2-3 impairments on cognitive tests), possible dementia (1 impairment on cognitive tests), or no dementia (AD8 < 2; or 0 impairments on cognitive tests). Cognitive impairment was defined as having either probable or possible dementia according to NHATS study algorithms (19) .
Covariates
Sociodemographic characteristics included age, sex, education (less than high-school diploma vs high-school diploma or more), and race/ethnicity (mutually exclusive categories: Hispanic, non-Hispanic white, non-Hispanic black, and non-Hispanic other 
Statistical Analysis
We provided descriptive characteristics of our study population. To assess the relationship between combinations of chronic conditions (in 2013) and ADL-IADL index (in 2014), we first identified respondents who had the same combinations of two or more chronic conditions, and calculated the prevalence and mean ADL-IADL index of each multimorbidity combination. Because many of the combinations contained only a small number of individuals, we analyzed four groups of clinically relevant somatic-mental multimorbidity combinations that included: (i) both depression and cognitive impairment (at minimum and may include additional somatic conditions); (ii) cognitive impairment (and somatic conditions) without depression; (iii) depression (and somatic conditions) without cognitive impairment; and (iv) somatic conditions only (i.e., excluded depression and cognitive impairment). Combinations were sorted into these four groups to test whether multimorbidity combinations that comprise clinically important mental health conditions, individually and/or in combination, were associated with significantly greater prospective ADL-IADL burden compared with combinations of exclusively somatic conditions.
Negative binomial regression models fit for complex survey design estimate the count of ADL-IADL disability and account for observed overdispersion. We estimated models that compared each of the four groups of multimorbidity combinations to: (i) healthy respondents, defined as reporting zero chronic conditions; (ii) respondents reporting one somatic condition only; and (iii) the other three multimorbidity groups. For each comparison, unadjusted and adjusted (for age, sex, education, race/ethnicity, BMI, and ADL-IADL in 2013) models were tested. We report the exponentiated regression coefficients estimating the difference in the number of ADL-IADL impairments between each multimorbidity combination group and its comparator, as well as the associated 95% confidence intervals.
To explore whether there is a "dose response" to greater numbers of conditions within multimorbidity combination groups, we estimated unadjusted and adjusted negative binomial regression models of ADL-IADL index on the number of chronic conditions for each of the four groups. Finally, two sensitivity analyses were conducted, repeating the above analyses: (i) using an expanded ADL-IADL index (0-12 range) and (ii) excluding proxy interviews. All analyses were performed in STATA/SE 13.1.
Results
Sample Characteristics
For the 4,017 older adults in this study, the mean age was 79 years, 59% were female, and the majority self-identified as non-Hispanic whites (72%). Thirty-four percent of multimorbidity combinations included depression, cognitive impairment, or both. Demographic characteristics are reported in Table 1 (full descriptive characteristics in Supplementary  Table A1 ). The mean number of chronic conditions was 3.1 (SD = 1.7), with hypertension reported as the most prevalent single condition (72%), followed by arthritis (64%). Stroke and depression were the least frequently reported conditions (13%, respectively). Cognitive impairment was found in one-fifth of the study sample (21%).
We identified 573 unique multimorbidity combinations with widely varying membership size. The largest multimorbidity combination (hypertension and arthritis) included 236 individuals. A substantial proportion of all cases (44% or 252 multimorbidity combinations) involved a single individual. Twelve multimorbidity combinations comprised 50 or more individuals and only the most prevalent combination (hypertension and arthritis) comprised more than 100 individuals. Multimorbidity combinations aggregated into the four mental-somatic comorbidity groupings as follows (i) both depression and cognitive impairment (and any other somatic conditions), 6% of the sample (n = 204); (ii) cognitive impairment (and somatic conditions) without depression, 18% (n = 596); (iii) depression (and somatic conditions) without cognitive impairment, 9% (n = 311); and (iv) somatic conditions only, 66% (n = 2,206). Figure 1 shows the associations of these four groups of multimorbidity combinations with prospective ADL-IADL disability and indicates greater mean ADL-IADL disability reported for the group of multimorbidity combinations that include depression, cognitive impairment, or both.
The results from unadjusted and adjusted negative binomial regression models are shown in Table 2 . Overall, all four groups of multimorbidity combinations were associated with significantly greater numbers of ADL-IADL impairments compared to healthy respondents with no reported chronic conditions, as well as compared to respondents with only one somatic condition, in both unadjusted and adjusted models. Table 3 reports head-to-head comparisons between each of the groups of multimorbidity combinations:
Comparator-somatic conditions Combinations that included both depression and cognitive impairment were associated with 4.38 times greater ADL-IADL in unadjusted models (95% confidence interval [CI]: 3.91, 4.92) and 1.34 
Comparator-both depression and cognitive impairment
Depression combinations versus cognitive impairment combinations
Cognitive impairment (without depression) combinations were associated with 1.34 times greater ADL-IADL in unadjusted models (95% CI: 1.11, 1.61); however, the ADL-IADL indices were not significantly different in adjusted models. Table 4 reports the results from negative binomial regression models, both unadjusted and adjusted for the number of chronic conditions for each of the four groups of multimorbidity combinations. The number of conditions was not significantly associated with the ADL-IADL index for multimorbidity combinations that included both depression and cognitive impairment, cognitive impairment (without depression), and depression (without cognitive impairment); for somatic multimorbidity combinations, an increasing number of conditions were associated with higher ADL-IADL.
Sensitivity analyses
Supplementary tables provide the results of sensitivity analyses using the expanded ADL-IADL index (Supplementary Tables A2-A5) and  excluding proxy responses (Supplementary Tables A6-A8 ). The use of the expanded ADL-IADL index showed only minor differences in the magnitude of associations and no differences in the substantive findings. Analyses excluding proxy interviews not only showed attenuated magnitude of associations but also rendered head-tohead comparisons between multimorbidity combinations to be not significantly different in adjusted models.
Discussion
This study established the association between somatic-mental multimorbidity combinations and prospective ADL-IADL disability in a nationally representative sample of Medicare beneficiaries. Overall, depression and/or cognitive impairment was identified in one-third of older adults with multimorbidity. This prevalence is particularly important considering our main finding that older adults with somatic-mental multimorbidity combinations had a substantially greater burden of prospective disability compared to those with exclusively somatic multimorbidity, as well as compared to those with no reported chronic condition or with only one somatic condition. Our results show that multimorbidity combinations that included both depression and cognitive impairment indicated the highest burden of prospective ADL-IADL disability among all the combinations tested here. One nuance to our findings is that multimorbidity combinations of depression (excluding cognitive impairment) were no longer associated with significantly different prospective disability relative to somatic multimorbidity combinations in adjusted models. Finally, there was no statistically discernible difference in prospective disability between combinations that included depression (without cognitive impairment) or cognitive impairment (without depression) in adjusted models, suggesting that depression and cognitive impairment may have roughly the same association with disability once age, sex, education, race/ethnicity, BMI, and baseline disability were considered.
We observed a consistent "dose response" to greater numbers of chronic conditions only for somatic multimorbidity combinations. We hypothesize that co-occurrence of both depression and cognitive impairment, or presence of either may be sufficient to render the marginal disability from additional somatic conditions irrelevant. This is noteworthy because it implies that simply counting morbidities-as is often done in multimorbidity research-obscures the importance of mental health conditions in the configuration of multimorbidity combinations.
If mental health conditions are assumed to be antecedents (rather than consequences) of disability, our results have several important implications for the care of older adults. First, they emphasize the importance of identifying depression and cognitive impairment as part of the functional assessment of older patients. This would argue, in turn, for assessing functioning more directly to address any unmet ADL or IADL needs. Second, it seems essential to manage the combination of these mental health conditions actively and persistently with deliberate, comprehensive, and collaborative treatment plans (20) .
In sensitivity analyses excluding proxy interviews, the strength of associations was attenuated and associations were no longer significant in adjusted models. These changes are perhaps unsurprising because two of the multimorbidity combination groups had large numbers of individuals excluded due to proxy response: both depression and cognitive impairment (a 38% reduction in group size) and cognitive impairment excluding depression (a 18% reduction in group size). These divergent findings argue against the exclusion of proxy interviews from the analyses, at the risk of introducing selection bias and underestimating the high disability potential of multimorbidity combinations with depression and cognitive impairment.
This study adds to our understanding of somatic-mental multimorbidity combinations in important ways, and draws from a number of strengths. First, NHATS yields a relatively recent and strong Note: Models adjusted for complex survey design; significant differences are bolded; adjusted for age, sex, education, race/ethnicity, body mass index, and baseline ADL-IADL. ADL = activities of daily living; IADL = instrumental activities of daily living; CI = confidence interval; NHATS = National Health and Aging Trends Study. Note: Models adjusted for complex survey design; significant differences are bolded; adjusted for age, sex, education, race/ethnicity, body mass index, and baseline ADL-IADL. ADL = activities of daily living; IADL = instrumental activities of daily living; CI = confidence interval; NHATS = National Health and Aging Trends Study. Note: Models adjusted for complex survey design; significant differences are bolded; adjusted for age, sex, education, race/ethnicity, body mass index, and baseline ADL-IADL. ADL = activities of daily living; IADL = instrumental activities of daily living; CI = confidence interval; NHATS = National Health and Aging Trends Study.
set of robust longitudinal data that largely generalize to the Medicare population, including older adults with possible and probable dementia, who are frequently excluded from panel surveys. Second, the prospective design assesses multimorbidity prior to the reports of ADL-IADL deficits to provide an indication of time-sequencing in the relationship between the two. Third, this study identifies and compares somatic-mental multimorbidity combinations as they occur in a nationally representative sample, an improvement over earlier studies that examine either single conditions in isolation or prespecified dyads/triads of co-occurring conditions. Our study contributes to the evolving literature by providing direct comparisons of somatic-mental multimorbidity groups with healthy peers, single-condition peers, and head-to-head comparisons between multimorbidity combinations. These findings highlight the consequences of compounding combinations which include both depression and cognitive impairment, namely that these combinations involve the highest ADL-IADL disability needs, which in turn may lead to loss of independence and institutionalization.
Several limitations should also be noted. First, somatic conditions and disability were self-reported. This may be of particular concern, given the sizable proportion of cognitively impaired participants in the study. However, several studies have shown concordance between participant reports of physician-diagnosed conditions and other sources of condition ascertainment (21, 22) . In addition, it is increasingly important to account for self-reports because they reflect conditions patients (and their proxies) believe they do or do not have and resulting self-management behaviors. Second, our findings are susceptible to underrepresentation of membership in multimorbidity groups for which respondents were lost to followup or died prior to observation. Because NHATS is a relatively new longitudinal cohort and we leverage the two most recent rounds available, losses to follow-up and death are minimized. In addition, NHATS boasts a high response and re-interview rate (14) . Finally, we are limited by the number of chronic conditions assessed in NHATS and cannot ascertain the severity of conditions with these data. Severity may influence the reporting of conditions and disability; further examination of condition presentation and severity using data linked to clinical or administrative records is warranted. In addition, future work should explore potential mediation and moderation effects socioeconomic characteristics may exert on the relationship between mental-somatic multimorbidity combinations and disability.
These results corroborate and expand on recently published findings using nationally representative cohorts (4, 13) . Associations between functional decline and both cognitive impairment and depression (separately) have been previously reported (23, 24) . There are indications in the literature highlighting loss of functional capacity onward to disability and a range of health and social risk factors, including but not exclusive to somatic and/or mental multimorbidity, high BMI, and low frequency of social contacts (23, 25) . Together, these findings argue for continued integration of behavioral health service delivery into primary care. It is increasingly evident that the prevalence of co-occurring mental and physical health concerns is substantial among older adults, and thus it is important for both clinical practice and research to address somatic and mental health in combination and not as separate conditions with unrelated functional consequences in this population (24, 26) . Organizing health care delivery to better address these simultaneous concerns should continue to be a priority to address the functional needs of a burgeoning older demographic contingent.
Conclusions
In a large group of Medicare-representative participants, multimorbidity combinations that included depression and/or cognitive impairment were associated with substantially greater prospective disability than any combination comprised exclusively of somatic conditions. These findings make a compelling argument to include mental health conditions as a central part of the multimorbidity framework. Our results suggest that clinicians might improve functioning by better addressing mental health issues for older adults with multimorbidity.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary data is available at Journals of Gerontology, Series A: Biological Sciences and Medical Sciences online.
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